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WASP-FG Ranger Green Black

Earth Flint

Multicam

PATROL PARKA
A lightweight parka designed for the operator who spends extended time in the field where 
weight, durability and complete weather protection are mission critical features. S-XXL.

FIT + FABRIC
 � Full parka-length cut

 � 3-layer eVent® fabric is 

waterproof, fully seam-taped, 

and highly breathable

 � Weight 31 oz. (879 grams) in 

size large
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
 � High mobility hood stows in the collar, has two adjustments and is helmet compatible
 � All zippers YKK water resistant
 � Pit zips to avoid overheating and internal moisture build-up
 � Two high-volume/low-profile sleeve pockets accessible while wearing body armor
 � Loop on sleeve pockets for patches
 � Two deep chest pockets located above belt line that can be accessed while wearing a 

rucksack
 � One handed draw strings on hood and hem of jacket
 � Brushed chin guard lining

Multicam

PATROL TROUSER
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WASP-FG Ranger Green Black

Earth Flint

Like the Patrol Parka, this lightweight trouser is designed for the operator who spends extended 
time in the field where weight, durability and complete weather protection are mission critical 
features. S-XXL.

FIT + FABRIC
 � 3-layer eVent® fabric is 

waterproof, fully seam-taped, 

and highly breathable.

 � Weight 13.7 oz. (388 grams) in 

size large.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
 � High-rise waist allows for a comfortable fit over combat/field pants and first-line equipment.
 � Articulated knees.
 � Zippered front fly.
 � Full length side zips allow for venting and access to internal pockets and also make it easy to 

put on and take off.
 � All zippers are water-resistant.
 � Removable suspenders, partial elastic waistband and micro-adjusting belt.
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SOFT-SHELL WASP-FG

DK JACKET
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Multicam Ranger Green

TanBlack

This technical stretch-woven jacket is a great choice for movement-intensive operations. S-XXL.

FIT + FABRIC
 � Climbing-inspired cut fits 

under body armor and won’t 

get hung-up on pack straps.

 � Lightweight, highly breathable 

Tweave Durastretch® fabric 

dries quickly

 � Provides abrasion-resistance.

 � DWR (durable water 

repellent) protective finish 

keeps the jacket water-

resistant and repels stains.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
 � Packs down and takes little room in a rucksack.

 � Stand-up collar fits snugly around the neck keeping debris out.

 � Flat pockets on sleeves with loop to attach patches.

 � Cuffs are partially elasticized and have adjustable closure tabs.

 � Two large hand-warmer/storage pockets are placed for easy access and can be used to vent the jacket.

 � Large 20 inch pit zips allow for venting and “on the go” conversion of the jacket to a short sleeve.

 � Elastic straps keep sleeves rolled up.
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Multicam

DK HEAVY JACKET

WASP-FG Ranger Green

Black Coyote

This technical stretch-woven jacket is the same as the DK but made with a slightly heavier fabric 
providing greater weather protection for movement-intensive operations in cool climates. S-XXL.

FIT + FABRIC
 � Climbing-inspired cut fits 

under body armor and won’t 

get hung-up on pack straps.

 � DWR (durable water 

repellent) protective finish 

keeps the jacket water-

resistant and repels stains.

 � Lightweight, highly breathable 

Tweave Durastretch® fabric 

wicks away moisture, dries 

quickly and offers light 

insulation.

 � X-STATIC® yarn eliminates 

static charges, keeps you cool 

in warm environments, warm 

in cool environments and 

eliminates odor.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
 � Provides abrasion-resistance.

 � Packs down and takes little room 

in a rucksack.

 � Stand-up collar fits snugly around 

the neck keeping debris out.

 � Flat pockets on sleeves with loop 

to attach patches.

 � Cuffs are partially elasticized and 

have adjustable closure tabs.

 � Two large hand-warmer/storage 

pockets are placed for easy 

access and can be used to vent 

the jacket.

 � Large 20 inch pit zips allow 

for venting and “on the go” 

conversion of the jacket to a 

short sleeve.

 � Elastic straps keep sleeves rolled 

up.
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Multicam/Tan

An integral member of the DK family, built 
for the operator in need of protection while 
wearing body armor in wet weather. S-XXL.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
 � Stand-up collar fits snugly around the neck and 

keeps weather and debris out.

 � Flat pockets on the sleeves are waterproof.

 � Cuffs have laminated die-cut loop adjustments.

FIT + FABRIC
 � Lightweight waterproof eVent® fabric on the 

shoulders and arms keeps water, snow and wind 

out.

 � Lightweight stretch-woven fabric on the body 

and under the arms has excellent breathability.

 � Climbing-inspired cut fits under body armor and 

won’t get hung-up on pack straps. Cut fits closer 

to the body than our DK Jacket.

DK HYBRID JACKET

Multicam

Designed to augment the traditional ghille, the 
Overwatch allows the marksman to keep his kit 
concealed when the environment requires both 
discretion and weather protection. S-XXL.

FIT + FABRIC
 � Oversized to fit over body armor.

 � Lightweight, highly breathable fabric dries 

quickly.

 � Fabric provides abrasion resistance.

 � DWR (durable water repellent) protective finish 

keeps the jacket water-resistant and repels 

stains.

OVERWATCH ANORAK
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Tan Black

This technical stretch-woven anorak, little brother to the Overwatch, is geared for missions where 
discretion and blending-in are priorities. However, the Sentinel also allows the operator to go full-
power in a heartbeat. S-XXL.

FIT + FABRIC
 � Climbing-inspired cut.

 � Lightweight, highly breathable fabric dries 

quickly.

 � Fabric provides abrasion resistance.

 � DWR (durable water repellent) protective finish 

keeps the jacket water-resistant and repels 

stains.

SENTINEL ANORAK

TECHNICAL DETAILS
 � Packs down into a rucksack.

 � Stand-up collar fits snugly around the 

neck, keeping debris out.

 � Loop on sleeve pockets for patches.

 � Large dump pouch on the back of the jacket.

 � Right side unzips from hem to elbow for 

easy access to a sidearm.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
 � Packs down and takes little room in a rucksack.

 � Oversized hood accommodates helmet.

 � Loop on sleeve for I. D. & patches.

 � Elastic webbing on hood, shoulders and upper back for garnishing.

 � Forearm zip pocket holds a removable 4” × 6” plastic card sleeve.

 � Thumb loop so jacket sleeve won’t ride up.

 � Cuffs have laminated die-cut hook/loop adjustments.

 � Large pocket on sleeve.

 � Kangaroo pass-through pocket to access mags and gear.

 � Anorak can be unzipped from hem to elbow on one or both sides for quick dress/removal.
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WASP-FG

ALPINE JACKET

Multicam Ranger Green

Black Tan

This technical stretch-woven jacket is a great choice for movement-intensive operations in cool 
conditions. XS-3XL.

FIT + FABRIC
 � Climbing-inspired cut fits 

under body armor and won’t 

get hung-up on pack straps.

 � DWR (durable water 

repellent) protective finish 

keeps the jacket water 

resistant and repels stains.

 � X-STATIC® yarn eliminates 

static charges, keeps you cool 

in warm environments, warm 

in cool environments and 

eliminates odor.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
 � Lightweight, highly breathable Tweave Durastretch® fabric wicks away moisture, dries quickly and offers 

light insulation.

 � Provides wind, water and abrasion-resistance.

 � Packs down and takes little room in a rucksack.

 � High-mobility hood moves with your head, can accommodate a helmet or stow in a stand-up collar.

 � Cargo pockets on sleeves with loop to attach patches.

 � Cuffs have adjustable tabs.

 � Two large chest pockets placed for easy access and can be used to vent the jacket.

Multicam

ALPINE TROUSER
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WASP-FG Ranger Green

TanBlack

For the operator who’s looking for a more dynamic and durable pair of trousers. S-XXL (3XL in 
WASP-FG).

FIT + FABRIC
 � Climbing-inspired cut 

provides a streamlined, 

athletic fit.

 � Lightweight, highly breathable 

Tweave Durastretch fabric 

dries quickly.

 � DWR (durable water 

repellent) protective finish 

keeps the pants water 

resistant and repels stains.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
 � Provides wind, water and abrasion-resistance.

 � Packs down and takes little room in a rucksack.

 � High waist secures pant when running, even with a loaded belt.

 � Removable suspender and belt loops to accommodate rigger’s belt.

 � Two “envelope” cargo pockets with a one finger button closure system keep contents secure.

 � Double sliders on fly – accessible when wearing a rucksack, harness or taking a knee.

 � Boot tie down tabs to keep the pant from riding up in snow, mud, etc.

 � Two snap-closure adjustments at cuff for snug fit on boots.

 � Zippered hand pockets so dirt and snow do not get in.
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Multicam

HT INSULATED

Ranger Green Tan

FIT + FABRIC
 � S-XXL

 � Lightweight ripstop nylon fabric breathes and 

sheds wind and light rain.

 � Shell fabric is IR compliant and fire retardant.

 � 160 gram PrimaLoft® insulation keeps you toasty 

– even when wet.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
 � Oversized to fit over gear.

 � Two Napoleon-styled pockets.

 � Two fleece-lined hand-warmer pockets are large 

enough for bulky gloves.

 � Insulated hood with side and rear adjustments 

and a stiff brim to keep the elements out in the 

worst weather.

 � Large internal pocket to keep water bottles 

warm or to thaw out frozen gloves and socks.

 � Hem drawcord seals out wind and debris.
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Multicam

SUPER L WINDSHIRT

Ranger Green Tan

Designed to be feather-light and packable, a no-brainer for all your excursions near or far. Get 
aerobic without getting chilled to the bone. S-XXL

TECHNICAL DETAILS
 � Lightweight ripstop nylon fabric breathes, blocks wind and sheds light rain.

 � Fabric has DWR & FR coat – IR compliant and fire retardant.

 � Napoleon-style breast pocket.

 � Full coverage hood with two side adjustments and stiff brim to shed rain.

 � Elastic cuffs for comfortable fit.

 � Hem drawcord seals out wind and debris.
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APPAREL

Black

Introducing our first Aloha Shirt, OTTE Gear x Bawidamann’s “Poppies of War”. Styling is 
inspired by vintage Hawaiian shirts of the 70s with an updated fit. The subtle details woven into 
this intricate print pay homage to our troops and their on-going campaign in Afghanistan, the 
weaponry, and the undeniable beauty of the surrounding poppy fields. 100% Cotton with genuine 
coconut shell buttons. S-XXL

ALOHA SHIRT

Vintage
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Logo Tee - Ranger Green

OG ESSENTIALS

World Logo Tee - Black Fast Rope - Wolf Grey

Logo Hoodie - Charcoal Logo Hoodie - Ranger Green

Next Level premium short sleeve crew t-shirt featuring our pixelated logo or mascot.  Fabric 
laundered, 4.3 oz., 100% combed wingspan cotton for softness and durability. S-XXL.

Classic pullover and full-zip hoodies in a contemporary yet generous fit. 10 oz. premium 
heavyweight 3-end fleece, fleece-lined hood, heavy gauge round drawcord with nickel eyelets and 
1x1 ribbing at cuffs and waistband. S-XXL.

Full Zip Logo Hoodie - Black
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NYLON

Coyote Multicam

These extra-tough OTTE Gear gaiters are built to endure harsh temperatures and rough terrain. 
Use with crampons, snow shoes and skis.

FIT + FABRIC
 � Small fits men’s boot sizes 4–7 (Euro 36–40)
 � Medium fits men’s boot sizes 6–9 (Euro 38–42)
 � Large fits men’s boot sizes 8–11 (Euro 41–45)
 � X-Large fits men’s boot sizes 10–13 (Euro 43–47)
 � XX-Large fits men’s boot sizes 12–15 (Euro 

46–50)

OG GAITERS

TECHNICAL DETAILS
 � Sized to fit over General Issue combat boots, light 

hiking boots, plastic or leather mountaineering 
boots.

 � Super abrasion-resistant 1000D Cordura® nylon 
lowers deflect nicks from skis and crampons, 
uppers are made from lighter 330D Cordura® nylon.

 � Hook & loop openings allow quick on/off; top hem 
closes with and adjustable elastic cord to ensure 
gaiters stay up, even in deep snow.

 � Adjustable and super-durable Hypalon® rubber 
straps keep the gaiter from riding up in deep snow 
or mud.

 � Changing the amount of overlap on the 2-inch wide 
hook & loop closure adjusts the circumference, 
allowing a fit over different boots and clothing 
systems.

 � Average weight: 12.5 oz./354 grams per pair
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Coyote

Whether traveling from 3-Gun match to 3-Gun match or living out of your truck, you just need 
one bag for a day at the range and this one is it. It’s custom designed to fit a broken-down M4 
with a 16” barrel, but use it how you like – handguns, mags, cleaning kit, EarPro. Clean, sturdy 
design. All the bells and whistles without the frills. Includes loop patch for personalization.

SPECIFICATIONS
 � 500D Cordura®

 � Wire frame to structure top opening 

 � Side carry handles & 

 � D-rings for a shoulder strap

 � Zippered pockets on long side

 � 4”x4” loop morale panel

 � 24”L x 11”W x 13”T

RANGE BAG

Multicam

Multicam Multicam Black

GP TOTE

Multicam Alpine Multicam Tropic
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Multicam Arid

SPECIFICATIONS
 � 500D Cordura®

 � Padded handle

 � Zippered storage pocket

 � Reinforced bottom

 � 4”x4” loop morale panel

 � 17”L x 8”W x 15””T

Whether you’re carrying your gear on a field exercise or milk and bread from the grocer, this 
tote does it all and is as burly as you’d expect. Designed to carry ammo, boots, grimy gear, wet 
clothes, jackets, equipment. Includes loop patch for personalization.

Black

Coyote Ranger Green

UTILITY POUCH SET

Multicam

Zippered utility pouch sets for organizing 
passport, documents, cables and cords or 
storing weapon cleaning kits and power bars. 
Let’s face it, we need as much help as we can 
get not losing our shit. 

SPECIFICATIONS
 � 500D Cordura® 

 � Zippered flat pocket design

 � Set of 3: 8”W x 5”T, 10”W x 7.5”T, 15”W x 10”T
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Coyote

Inspired by the Nordic genius of a certain utilitarian blue bag, the Hoist is made to carry a ton 
of stuff. Sturdy, wide and deep enough to carry your personal gear – plate carrier, mag pouches, 
helmet, boots, uniform, or bulky item really. Optional carryall for your trips to Costco. Washable, 
easy to stow.

SPECIFICATIONS
 � 200D Nylon

 � Double carry handle set

 � Hook & loop compression wrap on short handles

 � Internal stuff sack

 � 4”x4” loop morale panel

 � 21”L x 13”W x 15”T

HOIST BAG

Black

The Heist shares the same “Nordic” roots as our Hoist yet is designed to provide concealment of 
your loot. Take it on a raid as a way to easily haul back sensitive materials. Leave one in your car. 
Bring it to the beach. Definitely pack it for any adventure. Sturdy and deep, like you. Washable, 
easy to stow.

SPECIFICATIONS
 � 200D Nylon

 � Full zippered closure

 � Double carry handle set

 � Hook & loop compression wrap on short handles

 � Internal stuff sack

 � 4”x4” loop morale panel

 � 21”L x 13”W x 15”T

HEIST BAG

Multicam
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The key to #lookandfeelgreat: OG Packing 
Cubes. Originally designed in 2 sizes – medium 
to carry muddy running shoes and XXL to 
carry size 15 plastic mountaineering boots – 
their other uses have become quite evident: 
clean clothes and contained gear. The medium 
cube can store your socks, undies and jacket. 
XXL can protect your down or a week’s worth 
of clothes. Separate clean from dirty in at least 
one part of your life. 

SPECIFICATIONS
 � 200D Nylon

 � Zip closure

 � Small 12”L x 7”W x 5.5”T

 � Large 14”L x 11”W x 6”T

 � Medium 13.5”L x 8.5”W x 5.5” T

 � XX-Large 14.5”L x 16”W x 6.5”T

PACKING CUBES

Coyote

Multicam Coyote

ACCESSORIES
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Fast Rope 32oz Venture Insulated

WATER BOTTLES

Fast Rope 32oz Non-Insulated Dive Girl 24oz Non-Insulated Specialty Girl 32oz Non-Insulated

Aces 24oz Non-Insulated Halo 32oz Non-Insulated
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Halo

PATCHES

Specialty Girl Fast Rope Dive Girl

Reflective Ranger Green

Reflective WASP-FG

Reflective Black
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